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Macro Economy
CORONAVIRUS STANDS TO WIPE $3B OFF BANGLADESH ECONOMY
 Bangladesh's gross domestic product may contract by as much as 1.1 per cent in the hypothetical
worst-case scenario of a significant outbreak of coronavirus in the country, said the Asian
Development Bank (ADB) in an analysis.
 That means, the novel virus, which is yet to arrive in Bangladesh, could wipe $3.02 billion off the $300
billion-plus economy.
 In such a scenario, 894,930 jobs will be lost, according to the ADB. The ongoing COVID-19 outbreak
affects China and other developing Asian economies through numerous channels, including sharp
decline in domestic demand, lower tourism and business travel, trade and production linkages, supply
disruptions and health effects.
Source: https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/coronavirus-stands-wipe-3b-bangladesh-economy-1877950

INTEREST RATE CAPS POISED TO SHRINK NBR’S COLLECTIONS
 The state coffer's receipts from the banking sector, which accounts for about one-third of the
National Board of Revenue's Large Taxpayers Unit's collections, are likely fall in the wake of interest
rate caps on loans and deposits, said taxmen and bankers.
 "This is going to reduce banks' operating profits," said Trust Bank Managing Director Faruq Mainuddin
Ahmed, adding that the decline in banks' income will invariably lead to a reduction in tax collection.
 Banks accounted for 35 per cent of tax collection of Large Taxpayers Unit, the main tax collector for
income tax under the NBR, in the first half of the current fiscal year. One of the reasons banks' profits
will shrink is because of inclusion of consumer loans to the 9 per cent interest rate bracket, he said.
Source: https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/interest-rate-caps-poised-shrink-nbrs-collections-1877947

CORONAVIRUS WON’T DISRUPT JAPANESE INVESTMENT: ENVOY
 The coronavirus outbreak will leave no scar on the flow of Japanese investment into Bangladesh and
trade between the two countries will remain unscathed in the mid- and long-term, said Japanese
Ambassador Naoki Ito yesterday.
 However, trade activities between the nations may bear the brunt to some extent in the short-term,
the envoy said at a networking event of Japan-Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and Industry at the
Lakeshore Hotel in Dhaka.
 Japanese investment in Bangladesh will grow further after the completion of a dedicated special
economic zone for the country in Araihazar of Narayanganj, he said.
Source: https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/coronavirus-wont-disrupt-japanese-investment-envoy-1877917

EXPORTERS ON THE ROPES
 Export earnings in February edged down 1.80 per cent year-on-year to $3.32 billion mainly because of
a slowdown in apparel shipment, according to data from the Export Promotion Bureau (EPB).
 The February earning is also 10.74 per cent short of the $3.72 billion target set for the month, while
overall exports in July-February, the first eight months of the current fiscal year, fell 4.79 per cent to
$26.24 billion.
 The July-February receipt is also 12.72 per cent less than the periodic target of $30.06 billion.
Source: https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/exporters-the-ropes-1876930

BANGLADESH’S SUPPLY CHAIN AMONGST THE MOST SUSCEPTIBLE TO CORONAVIRUS
 Bangladesh is one of the 35 countries most vulnerable to the production recess in China brought
about by the lethal coronavirus, according to a United Nations report.
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The trade impact of the coronavirus for Bangladesh is estimated to be about $16 million if China's
exports of intermediate inputs drop off 2 per cent, estimates published by the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (Unctad) showed on Wednesday.
The trade of leather goods will see an impact of $15 million, while it will be $1 million for textiles and
apparels, said Unctad's technical note styled 'Global trade impact of the coronavirus epidemic'.

Source: https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/bangladeshs-supply-chain-amongst-the-most-susceptible-coronavirus-1876918

BANGLADESH HOPEFUL OF GSP AMID US NONCHALANCE
 Bangladesh continues to remain hopeful of the revival of its Generalised System of Preferences (GSP)
status in the US market although the visiting officials of the United States Trade Representative
(USTR) gave no such assurance in the fifth round of a Ticfa meeting in Dhaka yesterday.
 "We strongly urged the USTR delegation for the reinstatement of the GSP to the US market as we
have improved our workplace safety and labour rights a lot," said Md Jafar Uddin, secretary to the
commerce ministry.
 The GSP reinstatement was widely discussed at the meeting held between the USTR and Bangladesh
under the Trade and Investment Cooperation Forum Agreement (Ticfa) at the InterContinental hotel
in Dhaka.
Source: https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/bangladesh-hopeful-gsp-amid-us-nonchalance-1876924

EXPORT EARNINGS FALL 1.8% IN FEBRUARY
 Export earnings fell from $3.38 billion to $3.32
 Bangladesh's exports earning has declined by 1.8% to $3.32 billion, for the month of February.
 According to Export Promotion Bureau data released on Saturday, Bangladesh earned$3.32 billion last
month, down by 1.8%, from $3.38 billion earned in the same period last year.
Source: https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/economy/2020/03/07/exports-fall-by-1-8-in-february

WHAT UNDERWEAR INDEX INDICATES ABOUT THE HEALTH OF OUR ECONOMY
 With slump in major economic indicators like import and export data, and the private sector credit
growth raising fears of hard times in coming days, the men's underwear index also gives an early
warning of economic slowdown.
 Sales of innerwear for low and middle-income males drop significantly year-on-year, according to
local manufacturers and retailers in Dhaka and Narayanganj. This demonstrates the relevance of the
men's underwear index.
 Conceived by former US Federal Reserve Board chairman Alan Greenspan in the late 1970s, the index
suggests that declines in the sale of men's underwear indicate a poor overall state of the economy,
while upswing reflects the opposite.
Source: https://tbsnews.net/economy/what-underwear-index-indicates-about-health-our-economy-53065

DIPPING EXPORTS CALL FOR FIREFIGHTING MEASURES
 Export extended its losing streak and earned 4.79% less in the first eight months of the current fiscal
compared to the same period last year.
 According to the data of the Export Promotion Bureau (EPB), Bangladesh shipped products worth
$26.24 billion in July-February period of the current fiscal year, posting a 4.79 percent negative
growth year-on-year. This performance also falls nearly 13 percent short of the $30 billion strategic
export target for the first eight months' in the same year.
 At the same time export earnings from the apparel sector fell by 5.53 percent to $21.84 billion from
$23.12 billion in the same period of FY19. As apparels account for 84% of export earnings, a 5%
decline in the sector means earning $1.32 billion less than the same period last year.
Source: https://tbsnews.net/economy/dipping-exports-call-firefighting-measures-52549
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MAJOR CHALLENGES ‘LIE WITH’ LDC GRADUATION
 Bangladesh will experience a squeeze in international trade after graduating from the Least
Developed Countries (LDCs) category, and promptly facing that pressure remains a big challenge, said
Policy Research Institute (PRI) Research Director Dr Mohammad A Razzaque.
 "Bangladesh is currently enjoying a zero duty facility on exports. But we will have to count 2.5 to 20
percent export duty after the graduation in 2024," he said at the workshop on macroeconomics and
LDC graduation at the Economic Reporters Forum auditorium.
 Dr Razzaque further said, "The European Union is the largest destination for Bangladeshi products
and we will get hurt seriously because of the Brexit. Earlier, a Bangladeshi export product could easily
travel from an EU country to another, but Brexit will hamper this process.
Source: https://tbsnews.net/bangladesh/major-challenges-lie-ldc-graduation-52495

BD TO MANUFACTURE SPARE PARTS OF MOTORCYCLE
 The government has taken an initiative to manufacture spare parts of motorcycles locally with intent
to boost the national economy, officials said.
 The industries ministry has also drafted the 'Motorcycle Industry Development Policy 2018' to
develop the highly potential sector.
 It has also formed a coordination council empowered with the oversight of the implementation of the
policy.
Source: https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/public/trade-market/bd-to-manufacture-spare-parts-of-motorcycle-1583510193

REAL ESTATE SECTOR STARTS REBOUNDING
 The volume of lending by banks and financial institutions, or FIs, to the real estate sector has started
rising in recent years in a sign of the industry's recovery, people familiar with the development said.
 Bankers have attributed such a rise to the growing demand for formal finance from both builders and
buyers.
 As the demand for residential space grows rapidly in the land-starved economy, the market players
are now increasingly taking up more residential projects with increased facilities after learning lessons
from the "aggressive business policy," which led to the sluggishness, realtors said.
Source: https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/public/first-page/real-estate-sector-starts-rebounding-1583512343

NBR NOT TO GIVE DUTY BENEFITS FOR IMPORT OF 20 TYPES OF GOODS
 The National Board of Revenue has issued an order listing the names of 20 types of consumable and
locally available goods for import on which power plants will not get duty benefits.
 It offered duty exemption to power plants on permanent import of plants and equipment and
temporary import of erection materials.
 The NBR also identified a list of 20 products which will not enjoy the duty exemption as these items,
including steel products, cement, stone, pre-fabricated building, electric light-fittings, transmission
towers, cable distribution transformers, paint and varnish, household goods, chemicals, lubricating
oils, transformer oils, office equipment and furniture, air conditioners below 2 lakh BTU, dredgers,
anchor boats and motor vehicles, are either locally available or consumable.
Source: https://www.newagebd.net/article/101547/nbr-not-to-give-duty-benefits-for-import-of-20-types-of-goods

JUTE EXPORT EARNINGS INCREASE 20% IN FIRST HALF OF FY20
 The earnings from jute and jute goods export were $616.2 million during July-January of the current
fiscal year – 20.82 percent higher than that of last fiscal year's same period. During the last season,
74.46 lakh bales of jute was produced in Bangladesh.
 Currently, 700 entrepreneurs are manufacturing 282 types of jute products in the country.
 To celebrate the National Jute Day, a fair of diversified jute goods will be held during March 6-10 at
the Officers' Club Dhaka. Besides, 11 individuals and organisations will be awarded for their
contribution to research on jute, its increased production, use, and diversified jute product export.
Source: https://tbsnews.net/economy/jute-export-earnings-increase-20-first-half-fy20-52420
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GOVERNMENT DISCOURAGES API EXPORT AMID CHINA SUPPLY SNAG
 The government has advised the local active pharmaceutical (API) manufacturers not to export the
essential products until import of the basic raw materials for medicines resumed fully from the
coronavirus-hit China and India.
 The Directorate General of Drug Administration has selected a total of 120 essential raw materials of
medicines, some of which are related to treatment of symptoms associated with the coronavirus like
fever and cold diseases.
 No drug has so far been developed worldwide for the treatment of the deadly coronavirus that has
killed 3,515 people and infected more than 1,02,000 others in 94 countries.
Source: https://www.newagebd.net/article/101546/government-discourages-api-export-amid-china-supply-snag

BANGLADESH RMG EXPORTERS DEMAND INCLUSION OF FCR AS PROOF OF EXPORT
 Readymade garment exporters have requested the Bangladesh Bank to accept the ‘Forwarder Cargo
Receipt’ as proof of export for paying cash incentives along with the Bill of Lading.
 The RMG exporters at a meeting with the BB claimed that they had failed to realise cash incentives
against their exports as the central bank was no longer accepting FCRs as proof of export but major
global brands now preferred to issue FCRs, which they claimed were equivalent to BLs.
 The leaders of the Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association and the Bangladesh
Knitwear Manufacturers and Exporters Association held a meeting in this regard with BB deputy
governor Ahmed Jamal at the central bank in the capital on February 27.
Source: https://www.newagebd.net/article/101548/bangladesh-rmg-exporters-demand-inclusion-of-fcr-as-proof-of-export

CORONAVIRUS SPREAD CONCERNS RMG EXPORTERS
 Expressing deep concern about spread of novel coronavirus across the world, the country's
readymade garment (RMG) exporters have said they are panicked as many countries and regions of
the globe have become infected with the deadly virus, report agencies.
 There will be huge effects on Bangladesh's exports in the current month, they anticipated, calling for
help from the government through steps like separate Taka-dollar transaction rate for the RMG sector
and instant payment of cash incentives.
 bdnews24.com adds, Bangladesh's February export earnings have dropped to a little over $3.32
billion by 1.8 per cent from the previous year, missing the target by 10.74 per cent and spreading
panic among businesses over the economic impact of the coronavirus outbreak.
Source: https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/coronavirus-spread-concerns-rmg-exporters-1583595585

FABRIC SCRAPS CAN FETCH $4B A YEAR: BGMEA
 Bangladesh has the potential to earn $4 billion a year from fabric scraps, locally known as jhut, if
those are recycled properly, said the Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association
(BGMEA) yesterday.
 The total volume of these leftovers discarded by the apparel industry is about 400,000 tonnes each
year, according to a BGMEA report.
 In many areas dense with garment factories, the discarded fabrics are collected by local miscreants
and exported in bulk to counties like India and China.
Source: https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/fabric-scraps-can-fetch-4b-year-bgmea-1877920

GOVT LEARNS ITS LESSON ON PRICE CONTROLS
 The government has decided against setting floor or ceiling prices for mobile internet, much to the
dismay of a couple of mobile carriers who were pushing for a price bound to make it a level playing
field.
 "Our current position is against fixing the data price considering the customers' pain even though we
could have earned more from the telecom operators as tax and revenue sharing," Telecom Minister
Mustafa Jabbar told The Daily Star.
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The government's resistance comes after its earlier move to fix a price band for voice calls ended up
hiking the cost for end users.

Source: https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/govt-learns-its-lesson-price-controls-1877911

LAFARGEHOLCIM CONTINUES TO REWARD SHAREHOLDERS
 LafargeHolcim Bangladesh declared 10 per cent cash dividend for 2019, which is the same as in the
previous four years, as the cement maker continues to hold steady amidst a rise in raw material
prices.
 The only green field company of the stock market took 12 years to start paying dividends, but now it
is providing dividends every year. The cement company got listed in 2003.
 Now, its earnings per share (EPS) is also rising though it dropped suddenly in 2017. In 2017, the
company's EPS fell 64 per cent to Tk 0.69.
Source: https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/lafargeholcim-continues-reward-shareholders-1876915

Bank and NBFI
GOVT TO RECOVER DEFAULTED LOANS THRU SPEEDY TRIALS: MANNAN
 The government has taken an uncompromising stance on realising defaulted bank loans but it cannot
recover the non-performing loans immediately as there are procedural tangles, said Planning Minister
MA Mannan.
 The minister also said though setting up a special tribunal for the banking sector is being considered,
it will be an uphill and complicated task.
 The minister said both growth and plunder are continuing simultaneously. We take pride in the
economic development, but not in the health of the banking sector.
Source: https://tbsnews.net/economy/banking/govt-recover-defaulted-loans-thru-speedy-trials-mannan-52756

‘IMPLEMENTING SAME INTEREST RATES FOR ALL BANKS A HALF-BAKED IDEA’
 The interest rate imposed by the central bank can hurt the key macroeconomic indicators like savings,
investment in small and medium enterprises, production, employment, the profit of banks, and
liquidity.
 Economists and senior bankers, at the programme, said that depositors would face loss when
earnings from deposit after tax get lower than the rate of inflation, and no one would be interested in
saving.
 However, the Bangladesh Bank Governor Dr Fazle Kabir argued that interest rate on loan and deposit
had been fixed – to boost production and employment – by securing sufficient private sector
investment. "There is an extra Tk1 lakh crore liquid in the banking sector, which will unburden the
credit flow."
Source: https://tbsnews.net/economy/banking/implementing-same-interest-rates-all-banks-half-baked-idea-52510

NO BANK CAN MAKE TRANSACTIONS WITH UNAPPROVED DIGITAL PAYMENT SYSTEMS
 The Bangladesh Bank has prohibited banks from making any transactions with mobile financial
services, payment service providers or payment service operators that have not been approved by the
central bank.
 Issuing a circular in this regard on Thursday, the Payment Systems Department of the central bank
asked banks to abstain from opening custodian accounts, trust cum settlement accounts or any other
accounts on behalf of unapproved mobile or electronic wallets, payment service providers (PSPs) or
payment service operators (PSOs).
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An official of the Bangladesh Bank said that at present, Nagad – the digital mobile financial service of
the Bangladesh Post Office – is operating without any approval from the central bank.

Source: https://tbsnews.net/economy/banking/implementing-same-interest-rates-all-banks-half-baked-idea-52510

BKB SEEKS TK 20B IN REFINANCING
 State-run Bangladesh Krishi Bank, or BKB, has once again sought Tk 20 billion in loan from the central
bank's refinancing scheme to continue its farm lending, officials say.
 The cash-strapped bank took out Tk 10 billion loans in September last year from Bangladesh Bank to
close its funding gap.
Source: https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/public/last-page/bkb-seeks-tk-20b-in-refinancing-1583513321

Capital Market Specific
STAR ADHESIVES TO GO PUBLIC
 Star Adhesives Ltd, a concern of Partex Star Group, wants to raise capital from the stock market to
expand its business.
 Star Adhesives signed an agreement with EBL Investments at a ceremony in Dhaka on Thursday. The
investment bank will act as the issue manager and corporate adviser to the company.
 Initially, the professional corporate advisory services will help the company go public. Then the issue
manager will serve it to go for an initial public offering under the fixed price method – issuing primary
shares at face value.
Source: https://tbsnews.net/economy/stock/star-adhesives-go-public-52462
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